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PREVENTING CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

Monday, 26 April 2021
13:00

Connecting to the videoconference platform and getting familiar with it

13:15

Welcome and introduction to the programme
Laviero Buono

I.

INTRODUCTORY SESSION
Chair: Laviero Buono

13:20

Preventing child sex abuse: from measures against child sex tourism to
(preventive) intervention programmes and measures – an overview of
Articles 21-24 of the 2011 EU Directive
Antonio Labrador Jimenez

13:45

Discussion

Objective
Child sexual abuse material refers to the
production, possession and/or distribution
of photographs or videos that depict child
nudity or children engaged in sexual
activity – be this with peers or adults.
This online seminar aims to assess and
debate the legal measure enacted to
prevent and combat this phenomenon and
to promote the effective investigation and
prosecution of these offences.
This seminar will focus on intervention
programmes and measures to prevent
sexual exploitation of children.

Who should attend?
14:00

The protection of children against sexual exploitation and sexual abuse
facilitated by information and communication technologies (ICTs) –
addressing the challenges with particular focus on prevention
Christel De Craim

14:30

Discussion

14:45

Short break

15:00

The fight against child sexual abuse starts at prevention
Jeroen ten Voorde

15:30

Discussion

15:45

Detecting and dismantling networks of child-abuse perpetrators:
case-building and victim identification – a view from the coalface
Régis Villette

16:15

Discussion

16:30

Short break

II.

MEASURES AGAINST ADVERTISING ABUSE OPPORTUNITIES, SEXUAL
EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN IN TRAVEL AND TOURISM AND
PREVENTIVE INTERVENTION PROGRAMMES

16:45

Prevent or prohibit the dissemination of advertising material and the
organisation of travel arrangements with the purpose of committing
offences concerning child abuse: sharing best experiences
Josephine Hamann

17:15

Taking the necessary measures to ensure that persons who fear that they
might commit offences against children may have access to intervention
programmes: lessons to be learnt
Esperanza Luisa Gómez Durán

17:45

End of the first day

Judges, prosecutors, lawyers in private
practice, law enforcers, ministry officials,
academia, victims’ support units and
representative of children rights
from Bulgaria, Romania, Greece and
Cyprus (“Regional approach”)

About the project
This seminar is part of a large-scale project
sponsored by the European Commission
under the “Internal Security Fund – Police”
Programme. It consists of six events to
take place in Lyon, Tallinn, Cracow,
Zagreb, Trier and Lisbon.

Interactive online seminar
The online seminar will be hosted on
ERA’s own online platform. You will be
able to interact immediately and directly
with our top-level speakers and other
participants. We will make the most of the
technical tools available to deliver an
intensive, interactive experience. As the
platform is hosted on our own server, the
highest security settings will be applied to
ensure that you can participate safely in
this high-quality online conference.

CPD
ERA programmes meet the standard
requirements for recognition as Continuing
Professional Development (CPD). This
event corresponds to 8 CPD hours.

Tuesday, 27 April 2021
09:15

Connecting to the videoconference platform

III.

PREVENTING CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE MATERIAL THROUGH AWARENESSRAISING CAMPAIGNS, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION PROGRAMMES
Chair: Laviero Buono

09:30

Child sexual abuse online: the work of international organisations raising
awareness, reducing the risks and removing the content
Denton Howard

10:00

Discussion

IV.

INTERVENTION PROGRAMMES OR MEASURES ON A VOLUNTARY BASIS
IN THE COURSE OF OR AFTER CRIMINAL NATIONAL PROCEEDINGS

Your contacts
Laviero Buono
Head of Section
E-Mail: LBuono@era.int

Liz Greenwood
Assistant
E-Mail: EGreenwood@era.int
+49 651 9 37 37 - 322

Save the date

10:15

Preventing and minimising the risks of repeated offences of a sexual nature
against children: experiences to share
Margus Veem

10:45

Discussion

11:00

Break

V.

ADJUDICATING CHILD SEXUAL MATERIAL CASES
Chair: Laviero Buono

11:30

Child abuse and child sexual exploitation in court: experience from the
coalface
Jan Krüger

12:00

Child sexual abuse: case studies
Verginia Micheva – Ruseva

12:30

Discussion

12:45

End of the online seminar

For programme updates: www.era.int
Programme may be subject to amendment.

Times indicated are CEST
(Central European Summer Time)

Annual Conference on White-Collar
Crime in the EU 2021
Online, 18-19 March 2021
Anti-Money Laundering for the Judiciary
and Law Enforcement
Online, 29-30 April 2021
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the
Criminal Justice System
Warsaw, 17-18 June 2021
Summer Course on European Criminal
Justice
Online, 21-25 June 2021

This programme has been produced with
the financial support of the Internal Security
Fund – Police Programme 2014-2020 of
the European Union.
The content of this programme reflects only
ERA’s view and the Commission is not
responsible for any use that may be made
of the information it contains
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Preventing child sexual abuse: from
measures against travelling child sex
offenders to (preventive) intervention
programmes- an overview of articles
21-24 of the 2011 EU Directive
ERA TRAINING: PREVENTING CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
Antonio Labrador Jimenez
Team Leader, Cybercrime Unit
Directorate-General for Migration and Home Affairs
European Commission

Agenda

1. Introduction

2. Directive 2011/93/EU
3. Strategy on a more effective fight against child
sexual abuse
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1. Introduction

• Why the EU?

• Commission, Parliament, Council
• The team at the Commission

1. Introduction

• 3 main tools at EU level to fight child sexual

abuse:
• Co-ordination

• Funding
• Legislation

1. Introduction

• Co-ordination:
• Europol (EC3, EMPACT)
• WPGA

• …

1. Introduction

• Funding:
• Research projects; INHOPE (51 hotlines in 42
countries), ICSE database (at Interpol), …

• Horizon 2020 (Horizon Europe); Internal Security
Fund-Police (Internal Security Fund)

1. Introduction

• Legislation: Directive 2011/93/EU
• Content in a moment (printed in the documentation)
• Directive v regulation

• Infringements against 23 MSs
• 3 MSs involved in other exchanges of conformity

Monitoring of implementation: timeline

Dec 2011

Adoption

Dec 2016

Dec 2019

Transposition
reports

All
infringement
procedures
launched

Dec 2013

Transposition
deadline

2 reports (see documentation):
• General
• Art. 25: websites removal/blocking

Agenda

1. Introduction

2. Directive 2011/93/EU
3. After this training course
4. Strategy on a more effective fight against child
sexual abuse

Directive 2011/93/EU
• Replaces Framework Decision 2004/68/JHA
• Incorporates into EU law the CoE Lanzarote
Convention
• Most comprehensive and ambitious piece of

EU law ever in the area of fighting child sexual
exploitation

Directive 2011/93/EU covers multiple areas…

• Prosecute offenders
• Protect child victims
• Prevent child sexual abuse and exploitation

… through 5 main parts
Definitions
(Art. 1-2)

(plus legal-technical articles)

Subject matter (Art. 1), Definitions (Art. 2)

Offences &
Penalties
(Art. 3-13)

Offences concerning sexual abuse (Art. 3), sexual exploitation (Art. 4), child
pornography (Art. 5), solicitation of children for sexual purposes (Art. 6);
Incitement, aiding and abetting, and attempt (Art. 7); Consensual sexual
activities (Art. 8); Aggravating circumstances (Art. 9); Disqualification arising
from convictions (Art. 10); Seizure and confiscation (Art. 11); Liability of legal
persons (Art. 12); Sanctions on legal persons (Art. 13)

Investigation &
Prosecution
(Art. 14-17)

Non-prosecution or non-application of penalties to the victim (Art. 14);
Investigation and prosecution (Art. 15); Reporting suspicion of sexual abuse or
sexual exploitation (Art. 16); Jurisdiction and coordination of prosecution (Art.
17)

Assistance to
victims
(Art. 18-20)

General provisions on assistance, support and protection measures for child
victims (Art. 18); Assistance and support to victims (Art. 19); Protection of child
victims in criminal investigations and proceedings (Art. 20)

Prevention
(Art. 21-25)

Measures against advertising abuse opportunities and child sexual tourism
(Art. 21); Preventive intervention programmes or measures (Art. 22); Prevention
(Art. 23); Intervention programmes on a voluntary basis in the course of or after
criminal proceedings (Art. 24); Measures against websites containing or
disseminating child pornography (Art. 25)

Prevention articles
• Article
21:
Measures
against
opportunities and child sex tourism
• Article 22:
measures

Preventive

advertising

intervention

abuse

programmes

or

• Article 23: Prevention
• Article 24: Intervention programmes or measures on a
voluntary basis in the course of or after criminal
proceedings

• Article

25:

Measures

against

disseminating child pornography

websites

containing

or

Article 21: Measures against advertising abuse
opportunities and child sex tourism
Member States will take appropriate measures to

prevent or prohibit:
(a)the dissemination of material advertising the

opportunity to commit any of the offences
referred to in Articles 3 to 6; and
(b)the organisation for others, whether or not
for commercial purposes, of travel arrangements
with the purpose of committing any of the
offences referred to in Articles 3 to 5.

Article 22: Preventive intervention programmes
or measures

• Member States shall take the necessary
measures to ensure that persons who fear that
they might commit any of the offences referred
to in Articles 3 to 7 may have access, where
appropriate,
to
effective
intervention
programmes or measures designed to evaluate
and prevent the risk of such offences being
committed.

Article 23: Prevention
1. Member States shall take appropriate measures, such as
education and training, to discourage and reduce the demand
that fosters all forms of sexual exploitation of children.
2. Member States shall take appropriate action, including through
the Internet, such as information and awareness-raising
campaigns, research and education programmes, where
appropriate in cooperation with
relevant
civil society
organisations and other stakeholders, aimed at raising awareness
and reducing the risk of children, becoming victims of
sexual abuse or exploitation.

3. Member States shall promote regular training for officials
likely to come into contact with child victims of sexual abuse or
exploitation, including front-line police officers, aimed at enabling
them to identify and deal with child victims and potential child
victims of sexual abuse or exploitation.

Article 24: Intervention programmes or measures on a
voluntary basis in the course of or after criminal proceedings
1. [...] Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that
effective intervention programmes or measures are made available to
prevent and minimise the risks of repeated offences of a sexual nature
against children. Such programmes or measures shall be accessible at
any time during the criminal proceedings, inside and outside
prison […].
2. The intervention programmes or measures, […] shall meet the
specific developmental needs of children who sexually offend.
3. Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that the
following persons may have access to intervention programmes or
measures […]
a) persons subject to criminal proceedings for any of the offences
referred to in Articles 3 to 7 […] under conditions which are
neither detrimental nor contrary to the rights of the defence
or to the requirements of a fair and impartial trial, and, in
particular, in compliance with the principle of the presumption of
innocence; and
b) persons convicted of any offences referred to in Articles 3 to 7.

Article 24: Intervention programmes or measures on a
voluntary basis in the course of or after criminal proceedings

4. Member States shall take the necessary measures to
ensure that the persons referred to in paragraph 3 are
subject to an assessment of the danger that they
present and the possible risks of repetition of any of the
offences referred to in Articles 3 to 7, with the aim of
identifying appropriate intervention programmes or
measures.

5. Member States shall take measures to ensure that the
persons […] whom […] measures have been proposed:
a) are fully informed of the reasons for the proposal;
b) consent to their participation in the programmes or
measures with full knowledge of the facts;
c) may refuse and, in the case convicted persons, are
made aware of the possible consequences of such
a refusal.

Article 25: Measures against websites containing or
dissemination child pornography

1. Member States shall take the necessary measures to
ensure the prompt removal of web pages
containing or disseminating child pornography
hosted in their territory and to endeavour to
obtain the removal of such pages hosted outside of
their territory.
2. Member States may take measures to block access
to web pages containing or disseminating child
pornography towards the Internet users within their
territory. These measures must be set by transparent
procedures and provide adequate safeguards, […]
and that users are informed of the reason for the
restriction. Those safeguards shall also include the
possibility of judicial redress.

Work will continue to ensure full implementation
• Ongoing exchanges with Member States will
continue until reaching full implementation
• Directive is a very solid and ambitious
framework
• Has led to substantive progress in Member
States so far and more will follow
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Strategy on a more effective fight against
child sexual abuse

On 24 July 2020, the Commission adopted the
Strategy on a more effective fight against child
sexual abuse. It sets out to provide:

An effective response to this crime at EU level;
A framework for developing an efficient and
comprehensive response to these crimes.

The Strategy
The Strategy sets out 8 initiatives that that focus
on:
 Implementing and developing the right legal
framework;
 Strengthening law enforcement’s response;
 Galvanising a coordinated multi-stakeholder
response on prevention, investigation and
assistance to victims.

Key initiatives

I.
Implement
and
develop
the right
legal
framework
to protect
children

1. Ensure complete implementation of current
legislation (Directive 2011/93/EU);
2. Ensure that EU legislation
effective response;

enables

an

3. Identify legislative gaps, best practices and
priority action.

Key initiatives
4. Strengthen law enforcement
national and EU level

efforts

at

5. Enable Member States to better protect
II.
children through prevention
Strengthen
law
enforcement 6. A European Centre to prevent and counter
response and
child sexual abuse
enhance
cooperation
7. Galvanise industry efforts to ensure
among all
protection of children in their services
stakeholders
8. Improve protection of children globally
through multi-stakeholder cooperation

Your cooperation is important
• Complementary roles

• Importance of working together: same purpose
• Don't hesitate to reach out

Thank you for your attention!
If you have further questions feel free to reach
out:
Antonio.Labrador-Jimenez@ec.europa.eu
Antonio Labrador Jimenez
Team Leader, Cybercrime Unit

Directorate-General for Migration and Home Affairs
European Commission

References
•

EU strategy for a more effective fight against child sexual abuse
COM (2020) 607 final
https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-wedo/policies/european-agenda-security/20200724_com2020-607-commission-communication_en.pdf

•

Council
Conclusions
on
combating
child
sexual abuse
(st12862/19)
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST12862-2019-INIT/en/pdf

•

European Parliament resolution of 26 November 2019 on
children’s rights on the occasion of the 30th anniversary of the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child (2019/2876(RSP)0
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-92019-0066_EN.pdf

References
• Directive 2011/93/EU of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 13 December 2011 on combating the sexual
abuse and sexual exploitation of children and child
pornography,
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32011L0093
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The protection of children against sexual
exploitation and sexual abuse facilitated by
information and communication
technologies
ADDRESSING THE CHALLENGES WITH PARTICULAR FOCUS ON
PREVENTION

1

The Convention on the Protection of Children against
Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse



the first regional treaty dedicated specifically to the protection of children
from sexual violence



adopted in Lanzarote, Spain in 2007 – Lanzarote Convention



entered into force in 2010



open to accession by any country in the world



ratified by all MS of the Council of Europe and Tunisia

2
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the most ambitious and comprehensive international (potentially
universal) legal instrument on the protection of children against sexual
exploitation and sexual abuse



a 4 Ps approach: Prevention, Protection, Prosecution and Partnership



monitored by the Lanzarote Committee or the Committee of the Parties
to the Convention on the Protection of Children against Sexual
Exploitation and Sexual Abuse

3

Lanzarote Convention: 4 P’s


Prevention



Be aware



Be screened



Be trained



Be traited

4
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Protection



Report



Support



Take care



Child friendly justice principles



Child sexual abuse



Child prostitution



Child sexual abuse material



Pornographic performances



Corruption of children



Grooming

5



Prosecution

6
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Partnership



National level, an effective,
coordinated and comprehensive
approach.



International level, cooperation
between States



Each Party shall encourage the
participation of children, according to
their evolving capacity, in the
development and the implementation
of state policies, programmes or
others initiatives concerning the fight
against sexual exploitation and sexual
abuse of children. (art.9)

7



5 P? Participation of children

8

4
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The Lanzarote Convention and ICT


Reference to ICT : preamble as well
as in 5 articles



those concerning prevention and
protection where children are to be
empowered, trained or protected (Art 6
concerning the risk of using ICT and art. 9
collaboration with the ICT sector in order
to prevent sexual abuse and sexual
exploitation and concerning selfregulation)



those concerning prosecution (Art 20
Child pornography or CSAM, art. 23
grooming, art. 30(5)2nd indent concerning
investigation of Child sexual abuse
material made available through the use
of ICT)

9

Lanzarote Comittee


monitoring : the situation on the protection of children against sexual
violence at national level.



facilitating : the collection, analysis and exchange of information,
experience and good practices.



issuing: general comments or opinions on its interpretation of the
Convention



discussing: any appropriate amendments



considering: adopting an opinion on any question concerning the
application of the Convention

10
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Monitoring


First monitoring round: sexual abuse and sexual exploitation
in the circle of trust



Second monitoring round: The protection of children against
sexual exploitation and sexual abuse facilitated by
information and communication technologies (ICTs)

11

Adopted documents


Opinion concerning art. 23 grooming (2015)



Interpretative opinion on the applicability of the Lanzarote
Convention tot sexual offences against children facilitated through
the use of ICT (2017)



Opinion on child sexually suggestive or explicit images and/or
videos generated, shared and received by children (2019)

12
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Challenges

13

Balancing
rights

14
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Focus on
prevention

15

Thank you for your attention.
For more info:
https://www.coe.int/en/web/children/lanzaro
te-committee
lanzarote.committee@coe.int
Christel De Craim – Chair Lanzarote Committee - 2021

16
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Regulating Online Child
Sexual Abuse begins with
Prevention
Jeroen ten Voorde | Leiden

26th April 2021

Discover the world at Leiden University

1

Index
1. Online Child Sexual Abuse
2. Fields of prevention
3. Preventive criminalization of OCSA
4. The role of service providers
5. A way forward

Discover the world at Leiden University

2

1

Slide 4
JtV1

Jeroen ten Voorde; 14.04.2021
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Relative importance of criminal
justice
• When it comes
to prevention,
criminal justice’s
record is not that
good.
• More attention
to OCSA, but
also more OCSA.
• Prevention
needs more than
criminal justice.

Discover the world at Leiden University
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Committee of the Rights of the Child,
Gen. Comment No. 25 , 2 March 2021
82. States parties should take legislative and
administrative measures to protect children from
violence in the digital environment, including the
regular review, updating and enforcement of robust
legislative, regulatory and institutional frameworks
that protect children from recognized and emerging
risks of all forms of violence in the digital
environment. Such risks include (…) sexual
exploitation and abuse, (…). States parties should
implement safety and protective measures in
accordance with children’s evolving capacities.

Discover the world at Leiden University
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Position of victims
• Victims should feel safe to go to the police and
report online child sexual abuse (article 3
Directive 2012/29/EU).
• Victims should be informed about their case
from the first contact with the police or other
competent authorities (article 4 Directive
2012/29/EU).
• Children should get special protection (article
24 Directive 2012/29/EU and article 20
Directive 2011/93/EU).
Discover the world at Leiden University
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2. Preventive criminalization
• Grooming: art. 6, par. 1 Dir. 2011/93/EU:
- ‘the proposal, by means of information and communication technology, by an
adult to meet a child who has not reached the age of sexual consent, for the
purpose of committing any of the offences referred to in Article 3(4) and
Article 5(6), where that proposal was followed by material acts leading to such
a meeting (…)’.

• Attempt: art. 6, par. 2 Dir. 2011/93/EU:
• Criminalization of sexchatting?
• Obtaining/offering/providing already
criminalized as a seperate offence in various
legal systems (Ge, Fr, Irl, not in Sp, Be, NL).
Discover the world at Leiden University
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Why focus on these crimes?
• Criminal justice perspective:
- Intervention: punishment/treatment.
- Intervention: victim recognition.
- Intervention: underline norms.

• Broader perspective:
- Raising awareness and education of
children/parents/schools etc.
- Addressing pre-offenders.
- Making society at large/organisations and
institutions aware of what happens on the internet.
Discover the world at Leiden University
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What grooming has lead to

Sweetie.
• Investigative tool to
detect groomers.
• Raised awareness.
• Caught hundreds of
potential online child
abusers.
Discover the world at Leiden University
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4. Service providers

Discover the world at Leiden University

11

Bulletproof hosting providers
• Service providers important legal entities.
- Railroad companies of 21st century.
- Transmission (‘mere conduit’) or storage
(‘hosting’) of digital information.

• Criminal responsibility service provider is
limited (Directive 2000/31/EC):
- Problem in case of service providers who make
a living of servicing criminal organisations.
- Without better regulation preventing the
availability of OCSA material becomes difficult.
Discover the world at Leiden University
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4. The way forward
• Criminal justice plays a role in preventing
OCSA, but only in combination with other
activities on various levels of prevention.
• Criminal justice should not just target offenders
of harmful conduct but also acts that create
remote harm.
• Criminal justice should also be able to
investigate, prosecute and punish bulletproof
service providers.
Discover the world at Leiden University
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Thank you!
Any questions?

J.M.ten.Voorde@law.leidenuniv.nl

Discover the world at Leiden University
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ERA – April 26th 2021
Detecting and dismantling networks of child-abuse perpetrators

ERA – April 26th 2021
Detecting and dismantling networks of
child-abuse perpetrators

With the support of the Internal Security Fund-Police Programme
of the European Union 2014-2020

1/
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Child-abuse perpetrators :

ERA – April 26th 2021

2.1. Overview of various type of child-abuse perpetrators 2.2. Type of networks 2.3. Type of victims 3. 2 types of investigations : 3.1. focused on tracking perpetrators 3.2. VID focus

Detecting and dismantling networks of child-abuse perpetrators

PLAN
1/ Child-abuse perpetrators :
1.1 / Overview of various type of child-abuse
perpetrators
1.2 / Type of networks
1.3 / Type of victims

2 / 2 types of investigations :
2.1. / focused on tracking perpetrators
2.2 / VID focus

5

ERA – April 26th 2021
Detecting and dismantling networks of child-abuse perpetrators

CHILD ABUSE PERPETRATORS

Users involved
Crédits : Mick Moran
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CHILD ABUSE PERPETRATORS

Users involved

Crédits : Mick Moran
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CHILD ABUSE PERPETRATORS

ClearWeb

DarkWeb

10
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CHILD ABUSE PERPETRATORS

ClearWeb

DarkWeb
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CHILD ABUSE PERPETRATORS

Online
≠

In Real Life
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2 TYPES OF INVESTIGATION

Focused on tracking
perpetrators

13
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2 TYPES OF INVESTIGATION

Focused on tracking
perpetrators
Investigate networks

Covert Internet Investigation C.I.I.
LEGAL ISSUES
14
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ERA – April 26th 2021
Detecting and dismantling networks of child-abuse perpetrators

French legislation regarding C.I.I.
Art 230-46 Code of Criminal Procedure

Alows to:
- Participate in electronic exchanges
- To extract or preserve the data and any element of
proof
- After Judge or Prosecutor agreement, acquire any
content, product, substance, sample or service,
including illegal content, or transmit in response to
an express request for illegal content
15

ERA – April 26th 2021
Detecting and dismantling networks of child-abuse perpetrators

2 TYPES OF INVESTIGATION

Focused on tracking
perpetrators
Investigate relationship of an identified
abuser

Investigation and Forensic analysis
COOPERATION NEEDED
16
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2 TYPES OF INVESTIGATION

Victim Identification focus

17
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2 TYPES OF INVESTIGATION

Victim Identification focus
Investigate data retrieved from C.I.I.
1
Image
2
Thumbnail
3
EXIF data

18
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Detecting and dismantling networks of child-abuse perpetrators

2 TYPES OF INVESTIGATION

Victim Identification focus

Investigate data retrieved from house
search

19
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2 TYPES OF INVESTIGATION

Victim Identification focus - ICSE

20
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Detecting and dismantling networks of child-abuse perpetrators

CONCLUSION
Victim Centric
approach

Cooperation
needed

21
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PJGN / SCRCGN / C3N / CNAIP
+33 1 78 47 36 56 ADJ VILLETTE
cnaip.dc.scrcgn@gendarmerie.interieur.gouv.fr
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Prevent or prohibit the dissemination of advertising material and the
organisation of travel arrangements with the purpose of committing
offences concerning child abuse: sharing best experiences

Josephine Hamann
With the support of the Internal
Security Fund-Police Programme
of the European Union 20142020

ERA Conference
Preventing Child Sexual Abuse
Online, 26-27 April

1

Introducing ECPAT

2
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ECPAT – Ending the Sexual Exploitation of Children
122 members in
104 countries
ECPAT is a global network of
civil society organisations
with ECPAT International as
headquarter in
Bangkok/Thailand.

www. https://www.ecpat.org/about-ecpat/where-we-work/
3

3

ECPAT Germany

WHAT WE DO:
Advocacy, Workshops, Network Building, Awareness raising
IN THESE FOCUS AREAS:
Online sexual exploitation, Sale and trafficking of children for sexual
purposes, Report Mechanism, Sexual Exploitation of children in travel and
tourism

4
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Sexual Exploitation of
Children in Travel and
Tourism

5

Sexual Exploitation of Children
GLOBal study
▪ Involving children and adolescents in sexual
acts with some form of remuneration to the
child or a third party
▪ Tourism infrastructures are used to facilitate
sexual exploitation of children
Global Study von ECPAT International (2016)

6

6
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Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism
CONTRIBUTORY FACTORS IN TOURISM
▪ Anonymity
▪ Cultural ignorance, stereotypes
▪ Economic superiority
▪ Exploitation of opportunities
▪ Ignorance of existing laws

STAKEHOLDERS TO INCLUDE IN
PREVENTION MEASURES
Tourism Industry
Travellers

Governments

Law Enforcement
Care Systems

7
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Engagement of the Private Sector
THE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR THE PROTECTION OF CHILDREN FROM SEXUAL
EXPLOITATION IN TRAVEL AND TOURISM

Member companies commit to implement the following criteria:
1. Establish policy and procedures
2. Train employees
3. Include a clause in contracts
4. Provide information to travelers
5. Support, collaborate and engage stakeholders
6. Report annually on implementation
8

8
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Legal Interventions

24 SUGGESTIONS FOR POSSIBLE INTERVENTIONS
Can be accessed here:
https://www.protectingchildrenintourism.org/resource/legal-checklist-key-legalinterventions-to-protect-children-from-sexual-exploitation-in-travel-andtourism/

13

13

Examples of Legal Interventions mentioned in the Checklist
▪
▪
▪
▪

Obligatory government-regulated child protection standards
National reporting systems with response protocols
The liability of the private sector
Criminalise the solicitation of children (‘grooming’) for sexual purposes
including through the use of the Internet and other information and
communication technologies
▪ Extraterritorial jurisdiction, within the parameters of Article 4 OPSC, for all
offences of SEC, including those occurring in the online environment
▪ Regulated and monitored use of international volunteers (‘volun-tourism’) in
children care centres and in activities with direct child contact
▪ Establish protection measures for both national and non-national child victims
14

14
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1
5

Joining Forces
COOPERATION IS KEY TO PREVENT OR PROHIBIT THE DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING
MATERIAL AND THE ORGANISATION OF TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE PURPOSE OF
COMMITTIG OFFENCES CONCERNING CHILD ABUSE
Civil Society

Tourism Industry

Travellers
Governments

Care Systems
Law Enforcement

15

15
1
6

Thank You!
Josephine Hamann
hamann@ecpat.de
RESOURCES
www.ecpat.org
www.thecode.org
www.protectingchildrenintourism.org
www.dontlookaway.report
www.ecpat.de
16
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Taking the necessary measures to ensure that persons who
fear that they might commit offences against children may have
access to intervention programmes: lessons to be learnt
Dr. Esperanza L. Gómez Durán
Forensic Doctor & Psychiatrist
School of Medicine, Universitat Internacional de Catalunya

With the support of the Internal Security Fund-Police Programme of the European Union 2014-2020
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All here because of sexual violence victims…
… the wish to protect them from potential offenders

2
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Detected victims,
child sexual
offenders &
pedophile offenders

Undetected victims,
sexual offenders and
pedophiles

3

Pedophiles looking for help
(undetected by law enforcement
agencies or justice system)

Detected victims,
child sexual
offenders &
pedophile offenders

Undetected victims,
sexual offenders and
pedophiles

PRIMARY, SECONDARY &
TERCIARY PREVENTION
TERCIARY PREVENTION

SECONDARY PREVENTION
PRIMARY PREVENTION

4
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PREFERENTIAL
SEX OFFENDERS

SITUATIONAL
SEX OFFENDERS

Exclusive or non-exclusive
attraction to pre-pubescent
children

Rather than sexual preference,
Circumstances trigger
offending

PEDOPHILES / MAP

Anyone working with child molesters, needs to understand the variability in the population of sex offenders.

5

PREFERENTIAL
SEX OFFENDERS
grooming with affection, attention, gifts – Seduction
lack interpersonal skills – Introverted
suffering, pain are sexually arousing – Sadistic
sexually indiscriminate, ”try-sexual” – Diverse

SITUATIONAL
SEX OFFENDERS
Regressed – availability, sexual substitute
Morally indiscriminate – antisocial behavior
Inadequate – “unusual” individuals

Motivational continuum by Lanning (1985, 2010)

6
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TERMS RELATED TO BUT
NOT SYNONYMOUS OF
PREFERENTIAL
SEX OFFENDERS

Minor attracted person or 'MAP' is a widely
acknowledged term used in the global Sex Offender
Research and Sex Offender Treatment Community

By using these terms we under no circumstances are
condoning or accepting the sexual abuse of children.

7

TERMS RELATED TO BUT
NOT SYNONYMOUS OF
PREFERENTIAL
SEX OFFENDERS

MAP IS NOT an attempt to 'rebrand' or 'polish'
pedophiles.
Umbrella term that includes:
- Pedophile: pre-pubescent child
- Hebephile: pubescent child (11-14)
- Ephebophile: post-pubescent child (15-19).

More info: The Puzzle of Male Chronophilias. Seto (2017)

8
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TERMS RELATED TO BUT
NOT SYNONYMOUS OF
PREFERENTIAL
SEX OFFENDERS

Not all MAP or pedophilic individuals act upon their
sexual urges.
TERMS PEDOPHILE/MAP AND CHILD MOLESTER
ARE NOT SYNONYMOUS.

OPPORTUNITY FOR PRIMARY PREVENTION OF CSA

9

MAP

Pedophilia within male population <0.1 – 5%
Dombert et al. (2016); Seto, 2008

10
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MAP
We apply these negative labels to people who
do things to other people that are hurtful.
Did you do anything like that?
Not… we must accept there is a risk. How do
you manage this risk?
Being pedophilia a sexual orientation has no
bearing on behaviors towards children, and
does not make those behaviors acceptable.

11

MAP

Risk of acting on your attraction
INDIVIDUAL ISSUES

EXTERNAL ISSUES

Cognitive distorsions
Capacity to control sexual desire
Emotional distress
Comorbidities

Culture and legal environment
Social support
Antisocial groups
Willingness/Access to profesional support

Can we emphatize with him?
Do we all want to enhance his resources to prevent him from CSA?

12
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MAP

Can we emphatize with him?
Do we all want to enhance his
resources to prevent him from CSA?

Will he seek for help?
- Role of the INTERNALIZATION OF
SOCIAL STIGMA
- Perceiving risk reduction and abuse
prevention as the core aims of
professional support
13

MAP

PROFESSIONAL HELP
MAP main objective in therapy:
“Support” though my psychosocial experience of
being attracted to minors

14
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MAP

PROFESSIONAL HELP
Psychopharmacotherapy
- lower sexuality
- help with comorbidity, impulses,
disphoria…
Psychotherapy
- accept his sexual predilection but the
impossibility of sexual gratification on it, by
managing underlying cognitions and
subsequent emotions

15

MAP

Where are you?

International resources inequality

16
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Specific programs are available in certain countries.
Dunkelfeld Project - Germany
Stop it Now! - UK, Ireland, Netherlands
StopSo - UK
PrevenTell - Sweden
PrevenSI - Spain
Ange Bleu - France
B4U ACT - US
The Global Prevention Project – US
Help Wanted Prevention - US

Otherwise, finding a therapist that specializes in
sexual issues and has direct experience with people
who are sexually attracted to children can be a
challenge.

Trouble Desire
online, self-help program

17

Specific programs are available in certain countries.
These programs with at-risk individuals are still struggling to scientifically prove a significant
effectiveness in prevention (sample size, effect size, infrequent events….)
Although also challenged, effectiveness is proven with child sex offenders population (Gannon et al.
2018).
Programs with at-risk individuals do change dynamic risk factors (Beier, 2015), what has proved to
significantly predict recidivism in sex offenders, even after controlling for static risk factors (Van den
Berg, 2018).
There is a general scientific consensus that offering psychological and pharmacologic treatment to
self-identified paedophilic individuals from the community is worthwhile.
Effectiveness of therapy not within a specific program is even harder to assess.

18
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Contextual Factors

Countries culture
Countries economic development
Countries Healthcare and Justice Systems
Legal Boundaries – duty to report / confidenciality
In general:
Being sexual with a child in any way is ilegal, while the legal definition for
“child” may vary by location.
Some jurisdictions require sexual intent for the act to be illegal, where others do
not.
Taking sexual photographs or videos of children is illegal, along with
distributing these images, while viewing/having them may or not be illegal.
In some locations, viewing fictionally drawn or cartoon images depicting
children in sexual situations is illegal, where in some locations it is either legal
or not prosecuted.

19

KEY IDEAS
Offering treatment to self-identified paedophilic individuals from the
community is worthwhile
Currently, international prevention efforts that directly target potentially at-risk
individuals are limited.
We are slowly moving forward to providing resources to people at risk of
sexually offending children.
While these services do exist, there is an international inequality and
heterogeneity.
…therapists need an appropriate social and legal context to be able to
provide the help these people needed.
20
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Thank you very much
elgomez@uic.es

With the support of the Internal Security Fund-Police Programme of the European Union 2014-2020
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Child
Sexual
Abuse
Online
Don’t ignore it,
Report it!

1

Welcome!

Denton Howard

Child sexual abuse online: The work of international
organisations raising awareness, reducing the risks &
removing the content

2
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Who

Why

Denton Howard

To explain regarding Online safety:

Executive Director – INHOPE.org

•

Awareness raising

•

Reducing the risks

•

Removing the content

•

16 years experience in combatting CSAM

3

DG Connect
funding
INHOPE - partial funded via the LOT1 &
LOT2 projects

4
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Child
Sexual Abuse
Material:

Has a
Victim
Don’t ignore it,
Report it!

5

On our own
We achieve

Nothing
By working
together, we can
achieve

Anything
6
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&

7

&
Lanzarote Convention – (Human rights treaty by Lanzarote Committee)
1. Fact: 1 in 5 children in Europe are victims of some form of sexual violence
2. Fact: In most situations the abuser is known and trusted by the victim

The aims of the convention are to:
•

Prevent sexual violence

•

Protect the rights of child victims

•

Prosecute the perpetrators

•

Promote co-operation

Committee role: Monitoring & Information sharing & coordinated under the Council of Europe program.

8
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If you find CSAM: Report it – Don’t ignore it
Go to: www.inhope.org

10
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A Hotline is…
•

An organization operating on a national basis that
allows anonymous reporting of suspected illegal
Internet material including CSAM

•

Each report is assessed by the hotline

•

If classified as illegal, law enforcement and/or internet
service providers advised for notice and takedown
(removal of access NOT deletion)

•

Reported via the ICCAM system – more about this
later

11

Hello Hotline,
I was on the internet and saw a website
http://www.europol.eu
On the first page there were pictures – I think
they may be illegal, but I am scared of telling
the police in case they think I am a
paedophile – please do something about
this........

A hotline is…
Structure: Run by NGO’s / Government / ISP Associations +
Hybrids

What is a report?

Regards – Anonymous Citizen

12
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The value of INHOPE
•

CSAM is transnational.

•

Network exchange of reports

•

ICCAM system – allows for instant exchange of reports when hosted in other countries (often multiple)

•

Faster action / response.

•

Speed: Get the content removed fast (NTD)

•

Speed: Get evidence preserved so police can investigate

•

Speed is everything!

13

Isn’t this police work?

Stakeholder Support

Structure & Purpose

Hotlines can only exist with the

•

Isn’t this is police work?

support of stakeholders

•

Triage – 90 / 10 rule

including :

•

Hotline objectives = add value, speed up actions

•

LEA

and get content removed + free up law

•

Government

enforcement resources so........

•

Industry

I hope you agree that they are a good idea!

•

Child Welfare

•

14
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The technology
ICCAM*
(I) I
(C) See
(C) Child
(A) Abuse
(M) Material
*Created with funding from the European Union & hosted by Interpol

15

The Process (level 1)
Annonymous Report

Hotline preliminary assessment

Create ICCAM report

ICCAM crawls the content and
traces apparent hosting location

Hotline Assessment

If illegal – report automatically
sent onward to relevant Hotline

Recieving Hotline actions the
report (Forward to LEA / NTD)

16
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What is Notice and Takedown?

•

Notice and Takedown (NTD) is a procedure for requesting a Hosting Provider (HP) or search engine to
immediately remove or disable access to data hosted on their services.

•

NTD is measured in time (from time of notification to confirmed removal).

•

Implementation: As this relates to ‘illegal’ activites – national laws effect how NTD is implemented.
This is graphically shown @ https://inhope.org/EN/articles/a-deep-dive-into-notice-and-takedown

•

LEA requests: Occasionally asked that CSAM URL’s be left on online for short periods as they are part
of live investigations.

17

ICCAM

Public report

Hotline
Country A

Validated
report

Police
Country A

Industry
Country A

Offender

Content
removed
NTD

Victim

ICCAM
(Interpol HQ)

Statistical
data

Validated report

Police
Country B
Offender
Victim

Hotline
Country B

Industry
Country B
Content
removed
NTD

18
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2018
What has INHOPE
achieved?
•

183,788 reports routed via ICCAM in 2019 which

2019

included 456,055 images & videos.
•

320,672 images and videos were assessed as illegal,
an increase of 47% on 2018.

19

Victim gender: Girls depicted
increased by 11% from 2018

20
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2020 – COVID impact?
2020 Data
• 601,141 Reports to INHOPE Hotlines (excl NCMEC industry reports)
• 1,038,268 URLs processed by ICCAM
• 309,136 Unique URL’s assessed (previously unseen = new)
• 267,192 Confirmed CSAM URL’s
Notice and Takedown results
• 2020 73.67% of CSAM reports taken offline by NTD < 3 days
• 2019 50.39% of CSAM reports taken offline by NTD < 3 days
• Improvement YoY = 23.28%
Reported to industry
• 2020 93.32% of CSAM reports advised to Hosting Provider < 3 days
• 2019 75.48% of CSAM reports advised to Hosting Provider < 3 days
• Improvement YoY = 17.84%

21

COVID Future?
It will end
Normal interaction will restart
Pedophiles will still be out there
Our work will need to continue and we need to improve
You! – need to spread awareness of CSAM, talk about it, advocate for Hotlines

Don’t ignore it – Report it!
22
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Why you should care?

What can you do?

•

•

The sooner it is removed from the internet preventing re-

•

Law enforcement (nationally) are advised rapidly.

•

Interpol victim ID team advised of any new material
directly.

•

It feeds ICSE database

•

Its makes us more efficient

•

It delivers real time data

Make sure that you know about your national
hotline – see www.inhope.org

sharing / copying and minimising continual revictimisation.
•

Do everything you can to make sure that the
Hotline is allowed to operate effectively.

•

Specifically in regard to using the full functionality
of ICCAM.

•

View Hotlines as a resource and partner both
nationally and internationally.

23

Child
Sexual Abuse
Material:

Has a
Victim
Don’t ignore it,
Report it!

24
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Thanks for
listening,
wash hands
and stay
safe.
Denton Howard
denton.howard@inhope.org

25
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Preventing and minimizing the risks of repeated
offences of a sexual nature against children:
experiences to share
Margus Veem
Psychologist
Viljandi Hospital

2
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Background info
• The population of Estonia – 1.3 million
• Prisoners – 1900 (situated in 3 prisons)
• On probation 3800 people
• 640(2019) sex offences reported annually
• 110 convictions of SO-s of witch 81 against minors

3

Risk-Need-Responsivity

4
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RNR principles in action.

5

Is treatment effective?
• Meta-analysis found that Interventions that utilized R-N-R principles
reduced reoffending rates (Hanson et al. 2009) (treatment group
10.9%, comparison group 19.2%)
• In Finland reoffending rate differed almost twofold (10.5% vs. 5.6%
but small group of offenders, n. 143)(Laaksonen et al. 2015)
• In Estonia – no effectiveness studies conducted as off yet, but using
scientifically proven methods should make it as good as it gets.

6
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Treating Sex offenders in prison
• Specialized unit in Tartu Prison – contains all imprisoned SO-s in the
system(apr. 100)
• Risk measures – STATIC 2002R, STABLE 2007+ACUTE 2007 in
probation
• Individual program New Way (Nina Nurminen, Finland) – for low to
medium risk offenders
• Rockwood group program (Liam Marshall, Canada) – for medium to
high risk offenders

7

Intervention programs outside prison
• Systematic treatment in Viljandi County Hospital since 2017
• Voluntary patient (10% of patients)
• Porn addiction
• Obsessive sexual thoughts
• Parafilias

• Reference from legal system
• Investigator
• Prosecutor
• Criminal charges dismissed, but sanctions apply

• Court order
• On probation or on parole

8
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Course of action
• The contact
• Meeting with the psychologist
•
•
•
•
•

Life History
Evaluation
Risk assessment if applicable
Treatment motivation
Goals for treatment

• Joint meeting with psychiatrist
• Diagnosis
• Treatment plan and goals

• Treatment – Therapy or/and medicinal treatment

9

Medicinal treatment
• Antidepressants
• Decreases libido as a side effect
• Improves mood
• Helps against obsessive thoughts

• Antiandrogenes (rarely)
• Suppresses sexual thoughts
• Suppressed sexual functioning

10
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Individual therapy
• Based on Cognitive-behavioral theory
• Uses Good Lives Model as a theory to explain sexual offending
• Concentrates on improving dysfunctional fields of life and promoting
individual goals.
• Uses dynamic risk assessment (STABLE 2007 and RSVP – Risk for
sexual Violence protocol) to tie life goals to reoffending needs.

11

Experience so far!
•
•
•
•

Treatment is needed – the sooner the better
It`s easier to find people for treatment, when they have already offended!
The treatment is effective when the RNR principles are applied.
Ambulatory treatment is easier with (up to)medium risk offenders. (the
treatment intensity with high risk offenders is harder to apply)
• Video capabilities make the intervention accessible to bigger audience.
• Good communication is essential between treatment provider, patient and
probation officer(or prosecutor)

12
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Bonus material
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Child Sexual Exploitation
on Tor: experience from the
coalface
Jan Krüger
Federal Criminal Police Office Germany
ERA Online Seminar, 26 - 27 April 2021

With the support of the Internal Security Fund-Police Programme of the European Union 2014-2020

Who I am?

CyberCrime
Since 2008
Crimes
against
Children
since 2014
Police Officer
since 2005

ERA Online Seminar - Child Sexual Exploitation on Tor: experience from the coalface
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Tor-Browser

ERA Online Seminar - Child Sexual Exploitation on Tor: experience from the coalface
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Different Kinds of Services

Torchat
TOX
Ricochet

„public“ Hidden
Services

„non-public“
Hidden Services

ERA Online Seminar - Child Sexual Exploitation on Tor: experience from the coalface
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Topic Links 2.2
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CP Sharing Communities
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CP Sharing Communities
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CP Sharing Communities
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CP Sharing Communities
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CP Sharing Communities
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Chat Rooms
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Chat Rooms
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File-/ Image-Hosts
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How to Upload CAM

Archive
password protected

Download
Decryption

Posting

ERA Online Seminar - Child Sexual Exploitation on Tor: experience from the coalface
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Hierarchical Structure
example: TheGiftboxExchange

Administrators
Global Moderators
Moderators
Special Members
Members

Guests

ERA Online Seminar - Child Sexual Exploitation on Tor: experience from the coalface
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Hierarchical Structure
example: BoysTown

ERA Online Seminar - Child Sexual Exploitation on Tor: experience from the coalface
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Role Allocation

Admin

Moderator

Technical
Responsibility

Member
Support

Infrastructure

Rule
Enforcement

Member

Lurker

Content
Provider

Ascending
Number of Members
Payment

ERA Online Seminar - Child Sexual Exploitation on Tor: experience from the coalface
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How to investigate?
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Personal Approach

Longterm-Operation

Phenomenological
Information

Personal
Information

Account-Takeover

ERA Online Seminar - Child Sexual Exploitation on Tor: experience from the coalface
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International Approach

Contact Network

Working Groups

Personal Meetings

Intel Exchange

ERA Online Seminar - Child Sexual Exploitation on Tor: experience from the coalface
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Considerations
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Built Up An Offense Line

Team Leader Suspect Team

Search Team

Computer Forensics

Network Forensics
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OpSec (Beginner)
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OpSec (Beginner)
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OpSec (Advanced)
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OpSec (Advanced)
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OpSec (Advanced)
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Lessons Learned

We have to co-operate!
We have to educate ourselves!
We have to develop new techniques!

We have to built an international network!
We have to create a strong LEA community!
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European Union 2014-2020

Child sexual abuse: cases studies
Verginia Micheva-Ruseva
Judge, Sofia City Court, Bulgaria
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One of the most difficult type of cases to detect and prosecute
- stigma
- fear or shame to speak
- age of the victim
New modes of perpetration due to advances of technology and due to the COVID
19 pandemic - cyberbullying and online sexual abuse. There is a need to reconsider
the understanding that sexual offending only involves contact – abuse perpetrated
remotely is serious and long lasting as physical harms. Most jurisdictions do not
provide legal response to the harm caused by threats to distribute private sexual
images
Children placed in institutions are in a higher risk to be sexually abused by the
professionals that take care of them or by other children
Principles of investigation of sexual child abuse cases – see Judgment of 2.02.2021
in the case of X and others v. Bulgaria, ECtHR, Grand Chamber
Practical and legal problems for the justice system
Children are most vulnerable witnesses. There is a need to protect children while
guaranteeing the rights of the defendant
2
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Legal Framework:
International law
United Nations
• Convention on the rights of the child /20 Nov.1989/,
• General Comment №13 of 18 April 2011
Council of Europe
• Convention on Protection of children against Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse /the Lanzarote
Convention/- into force on 1 July 2010 /for BG on 1 April 2012/, see also Explanatory Report on
the Lanzarote Convention,
• Declaration of the Lanzarote Committee on protecting children in out-of-home care from sexual
exploitation and sexual abuse /October 2019/,
• The European Social Charter /1961, revised in 1996/,

• Guidelines on child-friendly justice /adopted by the Committee of the Ministers on 17 Nov. 2010/
• Recommendation Rec /2005/5 of the Committee of Ministers on the rights of the children living
in residential institutions /adopted on 16 March 2005/

3

Legal Framework:
International law

European Union
• Council Framework Decision 2001/220/JHA of 15 March 2001 on the standing of victims
in criminal proceedings /C-105/03, Grand Chamber/ - children shall be guaranteed the
appropriate level of protection to give their testimony outside the trail and before it
takes place;
• Directive 2012/29/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012
establishing minimum standards on the rights, support and protection of victims of
crime, and replacing Council Framework Decision 2001/220/JHA;
• Directive 2011/93/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December
2011 on combating the sexual abuse and sexual exploitation of children and child
pornography /similar to Lanzarote Convention/

4
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Courtroom accommodations for children – development of science
- Close the courtroom for public and press
- Shielding procedures
1. Protection by shielding the child witness from the defendant - testifying
face to face with the defendant undermines the ability of the child to testify and
caused psychological trauma to the child
• placing a screen between the child witness and the defendant - the child
testifies behind the screen placed between him and the defendant;
• transmitting children`s testimony into the courtroom by closed circuit
television - the child testifies from a separate testimonial room and the child
testimony is transmitted in the court room
Historically appeared in 1980-ies. The testimony happens during the trial and
the defendant, defense lawyers and the persecutor can ask questions.
2. Video- testimony

5

Why using video testimony is essential:
• physical confrontation with defendant is avoided
• children feel emotional trauma to retell their story – avoid re-victimization
Why do we want to avoid the trauma?
- Toxic stress can change the architecture of the person`s brain. Trauma can
disrupt the neurodevelopment from childhood and can lead to mental
health issues ;
- intergenerational trauma /historical trauma/
“I just want this to be over, I just want to survive”
Provide individual assessment of the child victim
Video recorded testimony shall be taken once, close to the time of the criminal
offence

6
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Mapping the courtroom that the victim feels safe
• Provide a safe place;
• Familiarize the child with the court room - in person visits or virtual visits
• Have a parent/ supportive adult present in the court room together with
psychologist
• Provide courthouse facility dogs
• Two entrances and two waiting rooms
• Create child oriented environment for interviewing the child - the interview is
conducted by a highly trained and experienced professional. Other professionals
– police, prosecutor, social workers, defense council and the judge are behind the
one-way mirror and suggest additional questions. These interviews are
videotaped.
Bulgarian experience
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Keeping the balance between the rights of the child victim of decent attitude that
does not harm her/his health and the right of the defendant for fair trail
• Judges, prosecutors, defense lawyers still prefer face-to face testimony in the
court room.
Judges` concern is their ability to properly assess the testimony of a key witness usually the only witnesses of a child sexual abuse are the victim and the offender
• Defendant right for a fair trial - Art.6 par.3 of the ECHR - ECtHR case Al-Khawaja
and Tahery v. UK, 2011
• Bulgarian case law - Decision N 267/19.02.2019 in c.c.№ 1014/18 of SCC, I
Criminal Chamber, Decision N 94/1.07.2020 in c.c.№ 280/2020, SCC, I Criminal
Chamber – “When the defendant was provided with effective possibility to crossexamine the witness of the prosecution, then using testimony taken at the
pretrial phase does not violate the right of the defendant of a fair trial”.
• Positive tendency in prosecuting sexual child abuse cases in Bulgaria

8
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The role of the judge
Judges seek the answers to the questions:
- what law was broken
- did the defendant commit the crime
- was s/he guilty
versus
- how does the victim feel
- what does the victim need to heal and to move forward
- how we/the community can help
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The role of the Judge
• to protect the child witness from harassment and intimidation by lawyers
• to require lawyers ask questions that children understand
• to appoint attorney ad litem to the child victim /victim does not receive the
support from her/his family or is placed in institution/
• convinced that the child is competent to testify
- competency to testify - the child possesses basic cognitive and moral
capacities – able to observe and remember events, to understand the difference
between false and truth, and to appreciate the duty to tell the truth to the court
- established through complex psychiatric/ psychological expertise
- concerns are age and manipulation
- victims with mental health issues
• To treat the trail with priority and without unjustified delays
• Compassion fatigue
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“Children are not small adults”
• Training of judges and court staff, of prosecutors, lawyers, police officers on:
- child development
- how to deal with children
- how to ask questions
- to be trauma informed and to understand trauma
• Specialization
It is possible to have multiple proceedings in different courts concerning one
child and resulting from a sexual abuse
Bulgarian good practice - the Multidisciplinary coordination mechanism for
interaction in cases of children – victims of violence or at risk of violence adopted in 2010 - The team must include social worker, representative from
local government and a police officer, the child GP, doctor from local hospital,
child school teacher, judge, prosecutor, the manager of a residential social
service if applicable.
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